Introduction
Electromagnetic fields are important in industrial and scientific applications. The scale of production of particular devices varies tremendously, but in all cases, computer solutions for the fields play an essential part in their design. Very accurate results can be obtained if the fields are essentially two-dimensional [ 1] . but the same is not true when the fields are three-dimensional.
Three-dimensional solutions have been obtained by solving either integral [2] or differential equations [3] . The integral operator formulation has many advantages for magnetostatio computations: only the iron and ooils are speoified, there is no mesh in the air; in addition, the solution is naturally bounded at infinity rather than at the mesh boundary, as would be true of a differential operator method. However, there are also disadvantages: complicated geometry causes a tremendous escalation in the oost; recovering flux densities from the solution is expensive; flux densities close to the The results of this paper were presented during the 3rd Symposium on Integral Equations and Their Applications held at the Technical University of Warsaw, Deoember 3-6, 1984.
-687 -surface of aagnetlo materials are strongly affeoted by the discretisation.
In general, the solution of integral equations has given the best results when the problem geometry vas simple. For the linear case, i.e. a problem for whioh the material permeability is independent of field, the domain of the integral equation reduces from volumes to surfaoes, thus simplifying the mesh and decreasing the oost considerably. Some of the disadvantages of the Integral approach can be avoided by solving the corresponding partial differential equation) however, algorithms based on differential operators have none of the advantages mentioned above. For these reasons, both approaches, separately and in combination, will continue to. exoite interest and be used in the oomputer solution of field problemsg however, the method presented here in this paper is based on integral equations for a simple geometry.
The solution of boundary value problems in potential theory leads to one of the most important achievements of the theory pf integral equations. The boundary value problems for equations of elliptio type lead to Fredholm integral equations, while the boundary value problems for parabolic and hyperbolic equations yield Volterra integral equations.
Ve will oonsider the Dirifthlet problem whioh consists of the determination of a funotion harmonic in a region and continuous in the closure of this region, which takes prescribed boundary values. Ve will begin by considering Laplace's equation in three dimensional space. For the sake of simplicity it is convenient to confine our attention to a region V bounded by a surface S which is analytic and whioh is topologically equivalent to a sphere.
The motivation of this analysis is to construct numerical solutions to potential problems of Dirichlet type in the first instance although the work could be extended to mixed boundary value problems. This provides an alternative approach to olassioal finite difference and finite element methods.
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1
One particular line of approach is the axisymmetrio oaae and, in particular, the spherioal case. By assuming a Green's fonotion type of solution for Laplace's equation and using simple difference approximations, the problems oan be reduced to a Fredholm integral equation* This may be solved using Gaussian quadrature and matrix inversion as described later.
Reduction of Dirlchlet type problems to an integral eg nation
Ve solve where the surfaoe charge density is
Using (3) we obtain
(i.e. Predholm of 2nd kind).
In the limit as E-»0 wa obtain
(i.e. Fredholm of 1st kind). Onae we have solved (7) for 6" we may then compute $ from (3) using quadrature.
However, our problem is ill-conditioned -(7) is difficult to solve. To illustrate the difficulties consider the 10 equation
and the corresponding eigenvalue problem
(9) possesses a set of eigenfunctions f., and corresponding eigenvalues such that JL -"0 as i -1 "-00 ,
-690 -He no 8 if we replace (8) by ^ w j K ij f j " then wil1 be singular in the limit i.e. the problem ia ill-conditioned. Bote. These difficulties do not arise in the solution of (6) sinoe it is an equation of the 2nd kind.
It is best to solve (6) for different small values of e and extrapolate to the limit e = 0. [Unfortunately the singular integrand in (7) does not delay the onset of ill-conditioning to such an extent to prevent it causing trouble].
Bote. As £ -*0 the kernel in (6) has a sharp peak near r^ • r fl which will complicate the numerical quadrature -disoussed later. This teohnique oan be used to obtain numerioal solutions to 3D potential problems.
Spherioal problem
Volume V • sphere of magnetio material of unit radius. First no allowance is made for axi-symmetry, i.e. the full 30 problem is considered.
Consider V 2 $ -0 inside unit sphere r • 1 (10) $ • $p(3»£) on surface.
Bquatioa (6) gives ir 2ir (11) 4*£tf(e,<l>) + J J sine'tf(e' ,$')* 0 0 x{k(e,e,e',*,<)>') + k(-e,e,e',M' )}de'd*' -24> p (9,<t>) where k(e,e,e' ) .
• + (1 + E) 2 -2(1 + e){cos9 oose'-sine sixie'aos(4i-4>')}J ^ sinoe the distanae between P(r,e,<|>) and P' (r', e', ) is |r-r'| » ^r 2 +r' 2 -2rr'{cose cose' -sin9 sine' oos(*-$' ) } J 2 .
In our case r = 1, r' « 1 + e.
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4* Teat example
Consider the axi-eymnetrio case. Starting from (11) with 6 -6(e) we have Solving (17) we get 6"(e±). However, it is neaessary to add a numerical integration procedure to calculate the potential $ since increasing the no of quadrature points yields information at a different set of points. Ve could e»g. calculate $ along the axis using (3) and we have by Gaussian quadrature.
-693 -A computer program POTQUAD Is available which solves for various orders of Gaussian quadrature.
J>. Aoouraoy cifaeok Take !p(9) « P n (oos 9 ) (Analytic solution is $(r,8) •
• r n P JI (oos 8 )). Results have been generated for the case n-1, i.e. $p(9) » cose on r » 1, which had exaot solution $= r on 9 = 0 axis.
Gaussian quadrature of order N = 2(2)16 has been used for the oases £ = 0.1(0.1)0.4 and r = 0(0.1)0.9. Typioal results for the oases r • 0.2« 0.5 and 0.8, (see Tables 1,2  and 3) . Table 1 Computed values of $ for r = 0.2 where $ = P.,(cos e) on r • 1 Since the agreement is quite good, these results can be used to produce more accurate results. Since the error is 0(s), we can extrapolate the results for the oases e = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3» 0.4 to zero using
• ^ + + Bej 2 + Ct^, = $1 + 3(^-^2) ~ + ($3-$4)* Extrapolated results have been obtained for the cases r • 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 (see Table 4 ). Table 4 Extrapolated results to e « 0, N r = 0.2 r = 0.5 r = 0.8 (2) Higher order Gaussian quadrature gives very aocurate results, (see Table 5 ). The max. error over the range of r is Note. Good agreement has also been found for the n = 2 case, i.e. §p(0) = P 2 <co8 9). (Analytical solution $ (r,e) = = r 2 P 2 (cos 9)).
Conclusions
This is an alternative approach to the classical F.D. and P.E. approaches which has possibilities. In some problems it may mean making smaller demands on computer time and memory store.
The main problems of classical F.D. approach are:
(1) Large computer storage and very fast access required.
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Use Newton-Raphson to find p, i.e f(Pi) is the peaked nature of the kernel. This means that high order quadrature must be used and leads to inversion of large matrices. This can be overoome by using an iterative method of solution, viz. Mote. It is also possible to analyse the convergence of this method and the erroi' accumulation.
Preliminary note. The surfaoe charge 5 = PQ(cos 9 ) on the surface r = 1 corresponds to potentials $ = 2n+T ^ p n (008 e } for r < 1 » P (cos e ) ^ = "2n+1 This also shows that the analytic solution to our problem is er i.e. n «= 1 case.
Returning to equations (C) g.(0) = ooae 4jt( 1+£ 2 /2) -701 -
